
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rendacium’s Highly Anticipated Debut Record Lies, Mood Swings and Bullsh!t Is Out NOW! 

With their explosive, amped-up & melodically-driven hybrid blend of energetic Pop/Punk, the UK-based 
three-piece known as Rendacium has been surging towards their debut record, despite the millions of 

obstacles placed in their way due to a worldwide pandemic.  After breaking extraordinary ground with a 
sold-out crowd attending the launch party for their Rough Demos EP before the lockdowns began, the 
boys from East Midlands worked tirelessly around the clock to ensure 2021 would be a year unlike any 
other as they strategized their return to the scene and the stage with Lies, Mood Swings and Bullsh!t. 

By generating massive anticipation through the release of singles like “Wrong Words” being featured on 
BBC Introducing, and “Every Little Thing You Do” scorching up the charts on iTunes to reach number four 

– Rendacium built up an incredible level of support, love, and enthusiasm surrounding their upcoming 
record – and a rock-solid, loyal fan-base in the process.  Adding another eight savage cuts that contain 
the in-your-face attitude & spirit of real Punk infused with Indie/Pop hooks that can’t be denied, Louis, 

Brad & Ben, left no stone unturned in pursuit of creating a record that would completely conquer charts. 

The results speak volumes on behalf of the unified & verifiable sonic force that Rendacium has become. 

Officially released on July 9th, Lies, Mood Swings and Bullsh!t is now out, available, and taking over every 
major music platform online.  A riotous journey through the depths of teenage heartbreak, emotional 
confusion, and fired-up frustrations – Rendacium threads their angst-ridden vibes with an authentic 

spark of hope, and an unbreakable spirit of rebellion that celebrates the wild days of youth at full blast.  
With ten cuts designed to represent the misunderstood & the heartbroken, the misfits & the underdogs 
– Lies, Mood Swings and Bullsh!t captures Rendacium’s live-wire energy perfectly through a set-list that 
is every bit as raw and real as it is vibrantly versatile, diverse, relevant, and relatable from start to finish. 

Expertly produced by the legendary talents of Greg Clamp, with over a half-hour of pure Punk-inspired 
energy hot enough to melt your speakers – join Rendacium this year for the release of their debut album 
Lies, Mood Swings and Bullsh!t as they establish their music permanently in the scene & on your playlist. 

Official Website – Spotify –Apple Music – Soundcloud – YouTube – Facebook – Instagram – Twitter 


